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INTRODUCTION

Infidelity (colloquially cheating, adultery, or having an affair) is a breach of an expectation of sexual and or emotional exclusivity expressed or implied in an intimate relationship. Infidelity can be physical intimacy or emotional intimacy. Infidelity also involves trust, betrayal, lying and disloyalty. Sexual infidelity by a marriage partner is commonly called philanderers, adultery, or an affair.

What constitutes an act of infidelity varies between and within cultures and depends on the type of relationship that exists between people. Even within an open relationship, infidelity may arise if a partner in a relationship acts outside of the understood boundaries of that relationship.

Emotional infidelity is the redirection of emotional resources, such as romantic love, time, and attention, to a person or persons outside a relationship. The level of intimate involvement can extend from in-person involvement to online affairs. Emotional infidelity, as compared to physical infidelity, can inflict as much, if not more, hurt, pain and suffering. Most infidelity involves both physical and emotional unfaithfulness.

1) Physical or economic factors, poverty

The economic problem is not women alone betrayed the person may need more funding adhere to the moral sense, but it is not possible with any stimulation to slip. The person with the opposite sex for money through the Library's connection to justify further because the concept of luxury consumption, more fashion-oriented, buy-out, with the opposite sex than four Roman families would stick to be supported. The number of women due to poverty on the relationship with the opposite sex will be very low. Because when a woman addiction or illness or unemployment wife will betray the fact that prostitution is often. Will provide for his family and their needs.

I spoke with a lady called this area G. M. I was asked to betray his cause. the first words he had to betray the store itself due to his wife's addiction, poverty and lack of income from the forced to provide milk for her child to make it illegal. Understand the remarks Chants not out of levity and indulgence, but because of poverty.

2) Lack of good jobs

She may feel frustrated and humiliated by her husband’s job better than the person or persons who have employment relationship Make it feel illicit and corrosion. And to suppress his contempt. Statistics have shown that most cases of infidelity in good condition Wife, the marriage will end in divorce.

3) Loneliness

In terms of personality, loneliness and unemployment is people who do not tolerate and do not spend hours or days of work only. These women when they see their wives By doing busy work or travel time will not be enough time for them by his side are more often of the opposite sex would fill.

4) Betrayed Husband

Although all women avenge their husbands’ infidelity but most of them do not feel we have been betrayed, that they be allowed to retaliate are some people think the bitter taste of the medicine they need to be fed feed their husbands until they realized their mistake.

Because too many men than women other and ignoring his wife or even ogle male Feel betrayed her sensuality To the extent that the stubbornness of the provokes her to betray it touches.

In connection with the above two-factor alone and betrayed by the man I spoke with a lady named f. S. 27 years Student because of her husband's infidelity came as such:

Our common life with love we started a few years after my husband’s life was decided to continuing education in fact he test was acceptable, but in another province, since I was also able to accompany students he live not from each other only in
tow provinces inevitably holidays examinations would meet. After 2 years of my absence was longer than me, I was always at home alone. Others early in life did not love it. Stay away from him and he ignored me and made me realize that my wife see some of his behavior at the time, so I was not loyal, sense of betrayal , led the camaraderie to fill my lonely feelings and expression revenge of the wife to pay I came in guile.

5) Women personality factors, environmental influences, family.  
Individual factors and personal sides can be admitted to infidelity, when the community unequal relationship in which a person that lives will be tempted by the female relationships foster inappropriate is created.
Especially if the affected person has lost feeling on the issues like satellites, cultural invasion, cultural patterns can be rough and wrong in betraying women be involved in the sanctity privacy and committed individuals to be broken not ethical framework.
Another factor is betrayed by the woman’s family environment profligate very freedom that she is grown.
It also makes the wrong train after marriage to maintain these relationships, some women have great relationships because they cannot complete their intimate relationships during single it is difficult to control during their marriage in the framework of their illicit relationship continued.

6) Single limited period  
Some women are not good because the last or maiden were very limited in terms when they are free men and women in a relationship, decide to eat to make up for their past betrayal are freedom of the party too, with infinite love motivating others betrays too much about that.

7) Not a warm and intimate relationship  
When the warm relations between spouses are not the probability is very high and this is one of the main causes of female infidelity lack of love, affection, warm relations makes women feel in the hand or even her husband did not receive a response through the Library of behavioral actions or otherwise laudatory ignore beauty, it is because he feels affection startles.

8) Seeking Diversity  
Another reason women seeking diversity in often not clear which one lives with his wife and perhaps Time and again married. These individuals may be involved in multiple relationships shad fader bashed some people and anti-social personality rough Some of these anti-social personality, and not normative social and cultural interventions in the family should be safe from injury for women, which should be protected More Thrum families.

9) Bad ethics husband  
Ethics bad guy in the house, not sexy, woman suspicious behavior, misplaced self Gretna hay gave you hands down have or physical abuse of women, chaste, lack of hygiene, the man shorthair examination unsavory men than women disgraces.

10) Forced marriage is a large age difference.  
Many women are forced to marry a man she does not loved to make an illicit relationship with a boyfriend or maiden chard art bat are these women are not able to adapt to their new living environment and even with the best living conditions due to the compulsory Khmer club have tried to retaliate because of the large age difference between men and women may have problems not understand each other well due to the large age gap makes it difficult to communicate with each other. may die due to high experience, or at least feel they have a lot of experience to his opinion does not matter women who feel humiliated about it seeks to strangle the person who goes out to give his views and he understands the importance of or in kind to her dignity shaved ghoul having to resort to another is an illicit relationship.

11) Did not look as nice and friendly woman  
Some women do not see themselves at their husbands because of their beauty harmful even with all of the apparent superiority of the husband and wife, but because they are always proud to have such a beautiful face unfortunately it did not gain Shahs redshank the beauty of women is considered It is painful for a woman to try to make the beauty of the opposite sex that he or she is above barer arched adultery.

12) Not satisfy sexual instincts of age  
Wife lack of satisfaction  
The problem is insurmountable such cases it is important to sometimes resort to something faulty in some women, which is treason not satisfied by a number of factors that appear to be consistent with the men ditsy dun orgasm, premature ejaculation, male impotence male couple seen in some garnets zesty woman in bed with her husband is inflammation. One of the purposes of marriage is to satisfy instincts produce generations. Vine spry to cause believers to sustain a healthy life.

Who are older are less likely to sexually satisfy his wife in the marital relationship provides a Enemy It is possible that this situation does not bear on the square and for the needs of women and their betrayal throw.

Criteria in terms of religious mysticism that having a spouse has betrayed its lack.

1) Virtue  
In the shadow of deep emotional relations between couples is created Vat vast faith and in the light of faith and piety the couple can overcome all of life’s problems that led To vast life does not smell of treason. Prophet (saw) says in this regard: "Do not punish her for her beauty. Because it may cause a woman's beauty is her moral Vest at post. Well motivated rubbing her marriage is over, do not be, because mine can be triggered her outburst. But according to his religious capital

2) Ogle  
"Tell the believing men to keep their eyes down to close via that is purer for them. Allah is Aware of what they do and tell the believing women to maintain their modesty, and shut down your eyes and decorate Ignore the importance of these two verses Hiram Sharif sufficient purity and chastity would come after the closing of the eye because the eye waiver of the sacred is chastity and virtue.

Thus the order of the Quran, the habits of the Prophet (PBUH) leaders promise innocents (AS) as well as the community norm about putting eye drop serious threat because it is a betrayal of the important factors.

3) Nobility, appropriateness  
Islam emphasizes the wife's family background, research needed to be done, especially considering she is far more faith in moral as well as possible, the wife of a family wiped Iffy selection. Because marriage is a very low likelihood of infidelity. The Prophet (SAW) said: Avoid people who Mable Khan ray iodine green plants grew and were asked what they are intended. This causes agreed by both SHA Of married people live longer because of the high percentage of disputes between the parties in a couple of poor results suggest dignity, but the main emphasis on the kef yet assay muslin faith belief If yet include some traditions have known for two things: Imam Sadiq
the far May: Of (row in marriage) are chaste person, and there is Tanya yearly Making marriage between two people and two families. very dazes women are considered the main Vases much harmony between the two elements of sympathy, moral and spiritual fitness is greater than the combined firm will be more veldt philosophers and promised ells also keys lean nomad originate unique harmony surd not possible because every human has their own family circumstances, education is different from cholera., but have tried everything may be less likely to betray vets adman gap down.

Other religious mysticism of the female population leads to a betrayal of the family vans endangers direr a examples are briefly described: immorality Imam Ali (AS) said: Everyone is Pessimism: the roots of conflict Vikki yenta open lewdness had a bad impression of Muslims Quran nose curled maid:"O you who believe, avoid suspicion of Aides starry is because some sin same anal contaminated communities: the family is the source of confusion as to the corruption and social pollution troy ads vine infiltrated the family who puts these states break it to some of the areas we mentioned about it.

A: Life is complex: the complex lives of women living vamp ashtray undue vane mynos laundering in cold vast has contributed to stay away from corruption and for the association of Muslim family travel restrictions put in. B) Dirty looks: Infected Vivo looks wonderful life sometimes result in weak vase fuggy laundering is adultery.

C) Bad unveiled veil: modesty philosophy four things: Pure relaxation spirit generation of parity visit other people, not an obstacle for social activities.

Islam says if there is a family and spiritual unity of adultery on both laundering Catha they might be, in terms of the domestic interests of the association families, and society work. environment Such an environment is created motif to non-married men abuse regardless of their legal responsibility to vizier harem woman's natural talents lay not involve imprisonment raked Islamic dress code is based on two principles: How to succeed in any form of sexual touching up both mixing both dance music should be limited to legitimate wife and family, The other woman is not aroused by male strangers they provide.

D) Make ornaments: ornaments verse woman's husband vamp stab good idea, but she has no right to implicate others and show others your makeup or adornment’s Ornamentation is sometimes causing chaos in your life and others. C) Fraud: failure felt by people who promise and do fry want confessions extracted through the other side of the palace at the time of their marriage, the hopes are larva. After marriage, they find it destroyed the palace itself failed to feel. For example, both the boys and girls are attracted to jobs that are too high to vest house lives much wealth, moral behavior, higher levels of religiosity, which then goes into the side curtains Chq any life are revealed to be less and less wagon maker, disappointed and even treason begins.

Conclusions

If the proportion of men and women before marriage and marriage equality for review and reach a positive result probably slip any betraying disappears. This proportion should be observed in many aspects.

1 - Identical physical and spiritual.  
2 - Religious and cultural identity.  
3 - Economic parity.  
4 - Mental health.  
5 - Congruence ancestry and social status.  
Things in life are essential duties of the men and women who live in religious mysticism these tasks as they are not vain. For example, the Prophet (PBUH) functions for the guy who does not comply if they have spared his wife of You are truly the best of men who abstain Gar, clean, generous, nobility and heraldry, philanthropist and the parents are struggling to provide the needs of their families shows that others take refuge Anomy in you are truly the best of men who abstain Gar, clean, generous, nobility and heraldry, philanthropist and the parents are struggling to provide the needs of their families shows that others take refuge Enemy fidelity says.

In another halite states: the most evil man who wants to slander others with great audacity, and only give a damn eat. From this remark we understand the factors that put women into betraying drive mayfly the men involved should not be doing.

There are many factors for a treachery to refrain from alluding to index:

1 - Whimsical.  
2 – Chit.  
3 - Insulting and belittling each other.  
4 - Socialize secret.  
5 - Sensitivity displaced.  
6 - Sarcasm and tongue.  
7 - Infertility or infertility wife.  
8 - Avoiding the wives of the other.  
9 - Not understanding each other.  
10- Incidents.
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